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Anna Elfont, grandmother of Adine Schuman Pusey
Basil Kosarin, father of Ray Kosarin
Bernard Klainberg, father of Joshua Klainberg
Bernice Leah Green, mother of Gail Green-Anderson
Cyrus Segal, father of Pete Segal
David Hopard, brother of Stanley Hopard
Elayne Doben, grandmother of David Pollack
Eleanor Kalik, friend of Carol Diamond
Ellen Platt Loewenthal, mother of Amy Loewenthal
Harold Brodsky, father of Rebecca Brodsky
Helene Selter, sister of Bruce Gross
Irving Spahn, grandfather of Fran Hawthorne
Jean Ruben, mother of Harolyn Cohen
Joshua Brodsky, brother of Rebecca Brodsky
Marilyn Iris Rubenstein, mother-in-law of Ilene Rubenstein
Michael Dorlester, brother of Jane Dorlester
Mollie Spahn, grandmother of Fran Hawthorne
Norman Stanley Smith, brother of Ann Smith
Philip Baron, father of Stuart Baron
Samuel Stern, father of Abraham Stern
Sylvia Rosenfeld, aunt of Martin Moskowitz

ZIKHRONAM LIV’RAKHA
MAY THEIR MEMORIES BE A BLESSING